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Being Mean Essay II 

 The Soto kids are violent. That’s given. They throw bottles at people, fight with cats in sacks, and 

catch their own house on fire. At the age of 4, 5, and 6 most kids are watching television or coloring or 

at the worse, throwing a fit over broken crayons. The Soto kids are doing something equivalent to what 

a modern day 15-20 year old would do. When modern-day 15-20 year olds grow older to their mid-

twenties or thirties, they either learn no to perform bad actions or go on to do things like catching other 

peoples’ houses on fire, using weapons, committing burglaries, and defying the police. At the very 

worse, people in their mid-twenties or thirties commit homicides or planned attacks aimed towards 

people. If the Soto kids learn what bad 15-20 year-olds do at such a young age and aren’t taught not to, 

they’ll progress to new levels of violence they learn as they grow older. Their acts of violence can affect 

their friends, their enemies, and all of those around them. 

 When you take a five year old and put him in a decent environment with decent people, chances 

are the five year old won’t learn to fight with others. If you take a five year old and put him in a horrible 

environment with bad people, the five year old will probably learn ways of entertainment associated 

with the bad people. In Being Mean, the Soto kids became friends with the Molinas, who taught them 

how to do bad deeds. If the Soto kids grow up to become really bad and make friends with someone 

who’s not as violent as the Soto kids, then the person will learn from the kids how to do more things 

they hadn’t learned before. Also, if the Soto kids ever get caught doing something they shouldn’t, they 

might pin the blame on the person or rat out the person, depending on the person’s relations with what 

the Soto kids did. 

 As shown in many places in the worlds, when two gangs form a rivalry, the members of the 

gangs tend to fight with each other often. If the Soto kids ever get any enemies along their streaks of 

violence, they’d be compelled to harm their enemies. This will result in the Soto kids getting into a fight 

and losing, or getting into a fight and winning. Either way, one side is going to get hurt. With the Soto 

kids’ influences towards violence, they’re going in the right path to get into more and more fights in the 

future. The story tells of them fighting with just fists and glass bottles, but their aggression increases, 

they’ll start using all kinds of weaponry against their enemies. And it’s no doubt that all of them will 

likely land them in jail or worse. 

 What the Soto kids do doesn’t only affect the people they know, but also the people around 

them. For example, if the Soto kids start a fight in public, the people around them might be harmed by a 

stray punch or a stray bullet, depending on what they’re fighting with. Another example is if the Soto 

kids fight with bottles and leave them there after the fight. Someone riding a bike or driving a car might 

go over the shattered glass and pop their tires. A more dangerous example would be if they started to 

drink and drive. Under unhealthy influences, the Soto kids might start drinking and when they grow up, 

learn to drive home from a local bar drunk. In the story, the Soto kids also learned how to provoke 



people. If the Soto kids group up mischievous, they’ll start vandalizing personal property like putting 

pipe bombs in mailboxes or egging cars. 

 There are many ways violent people can affect the people they know as well as the people they 

don’t. As most of the world would thing, we could do just fine without violent or mischievous people. It 

actually doesn’t take a lot of people to bring havoc upon others; one very deranged sadistic killer could 

prove harmful to an indigenous population. If the Soto kids learn how to be violent at such a young age 

and aren’t taught the right way to handle things, chances are they’re going to grow up to be more 

violent. With their violent they’d bring bad actions. With bad actions, bad things are brought upon 

anyone the Soto kids decide to attack. Violent people like the Soto kids can be taught right at an early 

age, and should be to make the world a better place. 


